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A B S T R A C T

We investigate water vapor saturation in the martian atmosphere in the presence or proximity of water ice clouds.
We evaluate mixing ratio profiles of ambient water vapor derived from measurements by the Compact Recon-
naissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars (CRISM) and the Nadir and Occultation for MArs Discovery (NOMAD)
instrument in comparison with saturated vapor mixing ratio profiles derived from co-located temperature mea-
surements by the Mars Climate Sounder (MCS). We find that during the aphelion season the average saturation
state of the atmosphere is close to saturation in the presence of clouds, with supersaturation ratios reaching values
of no more than two to three towards the top of the cloud layer. During the perihelion season, subseasonally
averaged water vapor is close to saturation or somewhat subsaturated in the presence of clouds, with some su-
persaturation at southern high latitudes towards the top of the clouds. Measurements at northern mid- to high
latitudes during a Global Dust Storm suggest a shift of the cloud occurrence to higher altitudes but exhibit a
similar saturation structure, with supersaturations not exceeding a ratio of five. The atmosphere above cloud
layers is largely subsaturated, suggesting that cloud formation is fairly instantaneous upon the temperature
dropping below the frost point and high levels of supersaturation are not required to form water ice clouds. We
propose a schematic model of cloud evolution in which small cloud particles are formed rapidly in slightly su-
persaturated regions, and then fall and grow such that ice opacity is still observed even in the subsaturated regions
below.
1. Introduction

The vertical distribution of water vapor and its relation to ice cloud
occurrence in the martian atmosphere has been a longstanding question.
Saturation and cloud formation are major factors that constrain the
vertical distribution of water vapor. The altitude at which water vapor
saturation occurs is largely controlled by the thermal structure of the
atmosphere. The saturation altitude of water varies on a seasonal scale,
with low atmospheric temperatures at low latitudes in northern spring
and summer leading to the formation of the aphelion cloud belt (ACB),
creating a hygropause and largely restricting the propagation of water
vapor to altitudes above 40 km (Clancy et al., 1996). The increased dust
activity in southern spring and summer leads to higher temperatures and
shifts the hygropause upwards, leading to the formation of water ice
clouds at 40–60 km altitude (McCleese et al., 2010). Global dust events
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can lead to water vapor being transported to altitudes in excess of 70 km
(Aoki et al., 2019), allowing the formation of ice clouds at these altitudes
(Heavens et al., 2018; Kleinb€ohl et al., 2020). On a diurnal scale, water
vapor saturation is influenced by the diurnal tide as evidenced by the
strong correlation between tidally driven temperature structure and ice
cloud occurrence, where peaks in water ice opacity are typically found
below local temperature minima (Lee et al., 2009).

The vertical distribution of water vapor has recently gained addi-
tional interest with the recognition that middle atmospheric water vapor
can photolyze, leading to the formation of hydrogen, which in turn can
propagate to the upper atmosphere and escape, leading to increased
water loss from Mars (Chaffin et al., 2017). Hence the transport of water
vapor to the middle atmosphere influences the hydrogen escape rate
(Chaffin et al., 2021) and quantifying its variation with season and in
response to dust storm occurrence might help explain this contribution to
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hydrogen escape. Water ice cloud occurrence observed in the middle
atmosphere has been used as a proxy for middle atmospheric water vapor
(Heavens et al., 2018) so knowledge of the saturation state of the at-
mosphere is important to constrain the accuracy of this proxy.

The saturation state of water vapor in the martian middle atmosphere
allows us to better understand the mechanisms behind the planet's water
cycle and how efficient the ascent of water vapor to the upper atmo-
sphere is. It is widely assumed that water vapor in the presence of water
ice clouds usually is in saturation or near saturation, and that supersat-
uration is a rare behavior in the cold martian atmosphere. Detailed
microphysical model simulations (Daerden et al., 2010) applied to
explain the boundary layer clouds detected by the Phoenix LIDAR
(Whiteway et al., 2009) found that a supersaturation ratio of only 10%
was sufficient to explain the LIDAR observations. These clouds formed in
conditions similar to those in the terrestrial stratosphere, and the su-
persaturation ratios were similar to those found on Earth. However, re-
sults from the Spectroscopy for the Investigation of the Characteristics of
the Atmosphere of Mars (SPICAM) instrument onboard Mars Express
have suggested that water vapor profiles often indicate some level of
supersaturation in the aphelion season, with supersaturation ratios
reaching 2 to 10 (Maltagliati et al., 2011). No widespread supersatura-
tion was found in the perihelion season (Maltagliati et al., 2013). These
observations of supersaturation have been attributed to the removal of
dust particles from the atmosphere, also known as scavenging (Malta-
gliati et al., 2011). Much like droplets of water during rain on Earth, ice
particles clean regions of the middle atmosphere by colliding and
capturing dust particles while falling through the atmosphere and
depositing them in lower layers of the atmosphere. Therefore, in absence
of condensation nuclei in the middle atmosphere, water vapor is unable
to condense below the frost point temperature of water, which leads to a
state of supersaturation in some regions of the atmosphere. More
recently, this view has been challenged as findings from the Atmospheric
Chemistry Suite (ACS) onboard the ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter (TGO)
suggest supersaturation even in the presence of dust and ice clouds
(Fedorova et al., 2020). ACS observed widespread supersaturation over a
large vertical range, with saturation ratios frequently exceeding a value
of 10 and even reaching values over 100. This suggests that even though
condensation nuclei are present in the middle atmosphere, the process of
condensation would have to be overpowered by a process that would
allow for water vapor to become supersaturated in cloudy conditions,
such as rapid drops in temperature and/or rises in water concentration
(Fedorova et al., 2020).

In this paper, we study water vapor saturation in the presence or
proximity of clouds in the martian atmosphere by intercomparisons of
water vapor profiles, derived from measurements by the Compact
Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars (CRISM) onboard the
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) and by the Nadir and Occultation
for MArs Discovery (NOMAD) instrument onboard TGO, with saturated
water profiles, derived from temperature measurements by the Mars
Climate Sounder (MCS) onboard MRO. We provide a description of the
instruments and the relevant datasets in section 2. We describe the
methodology used for analysis in section 3 and present our results in
section 4. We provide a discussion of our results and outline our under-
standing of the saturation state of the atmosphere in conditions of cloud
occurrence and the evolution of water ice particles in section 5. We
finally summarize our conclusions in section 6.

2. Measurements

2.1. MCS onboard MRO

2.1.1. Instrument
The Mars Climate Sounder (MCS, McCleese et al., 2007) is one of six

instruments onboard of the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO, Zurek
and Smrekar, 2007). MCS is a passive 9-channel infrared thermal emis-
sion radiometer which views the martian atmosphere in limb, nadir and
2

off-nadir geometries. It consists of two telescopes of identical design that
are mounted on a double gimbal which allows it to have degrees of
freedom in both azimuth and elevation. The MCS spectral bands include
five mid-infrared channels, three far-infrared channels, and one
visible/near-infrared channel. Each channel consists of a linear array of
21 uncooled thermopile detectors, which instantaneously measures a
radiance profile when vertically pointed at the limb. This allows MCS to
observe characteristics of the atmosphere from the surface to about 80
km altitude with a vertical resolution close to 5 km when pointing at the
Mars limb. Each single measurement has an integration time of about 2 s.
Typically five consecutive limb measurements are averaged and com-
bined with one or two co-located nadir or off-nadir measurements to
provide a combined radiance dataset for profile retrieval of atmospheric
parameters.

2.1.2. Dataset
From the radiance profiles measured by MCS, vertical profiles of

temperature, dust extinction and H2O ice extinction are retrieved over a
vertical range from near the surface to about 80 km altitudewith a~5 km
vertical resolution (Kleinb€ohl et al., 2009, 2011). Temperature retrievals
use absorption in three channels covering the strong CO2 band around
660 cm�1. Retrievals of dust extinction are based on a dust absorption
feature centered at 463 cm�1. Dust retrievals during a Global Dust Storm
(GDS) of MY34 additionally use a far infrared channel centered at 316
cm�1 in order to extend the retrievable vertical range (Kleinb€ohl et al.,
2020). Retrievals of H2O ice extinction are based on a water ice ab-
sorption feature centered at 843 cm�1. In conditions of high ice opacity
as found in the ACB the retrieval of ice is supported by a far infrared
channel at 254 cm�1 (Kleinb€ohl et al., 2017a). Retrieved quantities are
reported on a regular pressure grid. In addition, an altitude scale refer-
enced to the surface is reported based on spacecraft pointing information.
Profiles retrieved from measurements along the orbit track of the MRO
spacecraft are corrected for lateral gradients using a two-dimensional
radiative transfer scheme (Kleinb€ohl et al., 2017b). Retrieved tempera-
ture profiles have a precision of 0.5–2 K in most atmospheric conditions,
based on signal-to-noise ratio and the quality of the radiance fit. Inter-
comparison studies suggest that agreement with contemporaneous and
historical temperature measurements is typically within 2–3 K (Kleinb€ohl
et al., 2009; Hinson et al., 2014; Shirley et al., 2015). Dust and water ice
extinction profiles have typical precisions of 10�4 � 10�5 km�1

(Kleinb€ohl et al., 2009). In this work we use an extinction of 10�4 km�1 at
843 cm�1 as a threshold for the robust detection of a water ice cloud. The
data relevant to this study was obtained over seven years on a campaign
basis between July 2009 and December 2016, and during MY34 dusty
season between April 2018 and March 2019 (see Tables 1 and 2). MCS
radiances and retrieved geophysical quantities are stored as ASCII files
and made available for public use through NASA's Planetary Data System
(PDS).

2.2. CRISM onboard MRO

2.2.1. Instrument
The Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars

(CRISM) is also one of the six instruments onboard of MRO. CRISM is a
544-channel visible and infrared imaging spectrometer which nominally
views the martian atmosphere in nadir geometry (Murchie et al., 2007).
CRISM covers a spectral range of 362–3920 nm with a spectral sampling
of 6.55 nm. It consists of a Ritchey-Critien telescope working along with
two spectrometers, one in the visible/near-infrared and one in the
infrared wavelength range, mounted on a one-axis gimbal to allow for
targeted in-track measurements. The instrument has a multispectral
untargeted mapping mode, a hyperspectral targeted mapping mode and
an atmospheric mapping mode. This makes it possible to observe min-
erals on the surface with a horizontal resolution close to 15–19 m per
pixel over a swath 10.8 kmwidewhen in targeted mode and either 100 or
200 m per pixel over most of the planet using a subset of 72 wavelengths



Table 1
Summary of MCS observations in coordination with CRISM used in this work. Each entry is one campaign of CRISM limb observations. Longitude assignments
correspond to the approximate longitudes of Hellas (H), Tharsis (T), Meridiani (M) and Valles Marineris (V).

Campaign Date Year MY Ls Longitudes Number of half-orbits

1 July 10, 11 2009 29 301� H, T 2
2 February 10 2010 30 50� T 1
3 April 7 2010 30 74� H, T 2
4 April 28, 29 2010 30 83 � 84� H, T 2
5 May 26 2010 30 96� H, T 2
6 August 22, 23 2010 30 137� 0�, -100� � 150� 7
7 October 17 2010 30 166� H, T 2
8 December 5, 6 2010 30 193� H, T 2
9 March 31, April 1 2011 30 265� H, T 2
10 May 14, 15 2011 30 292� � 293� H, T 2
11 June 28, 2011 30 319� H, T 2
12 August 22, 23 2011 30 349� H, T 2
13 September 13 2011 31 0� H, T 2
14 December 10, 11 2011 31 41� � 42� H, T 2
15 April 24, 26 2012 31 101� � 102� H, T, M 3
17 November 14, 15, 16 2012 31 206� � 208� H, M, V 3
18 January 8, 9 2013 31 241� M, V 2
19 March 7 2013 31 277� H 1
21 December 11, 13 2013 32 61� � 62� M, V 2
22 February 5, 6 2014 32 86� H, V 2
26 February 13, 14 2015 32 290� � 291� H, M 2
27 April 15, 17 2015 32 326� � 327� H, M, V 3
28 August 31, September 1, 4 2015 33 35� � 37� H, M, V 3
29 October 25, 30, 31 2015 33 59� � 62� H, M, V 3
30 December 20, 23, 25 2015 33 84� � 86� H, M, V 3
31 February 28, March 5, 6 2016 33 115� � 118� H, M, V 3
32 May 10, 11, 15 2016 33 150� � 153� H, M, V 3
33 July 3, 5, 6 2016 33 179� � 181� H, M, V 3
34 August 30 2016 33 213� H 1
36 December 21 2016 33 284� M 1
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when in multispectral mode. The atmospheric mode takes advantage of
the other modes to perform emission-phase functions (EPF) around a
targeted area by taking 10 additional spatially binned snapshots before
and after the area. Indeed both scattering and absorption by aerosols and
attenuation by atmospheric gases vary among snapshots of the same area
and allow the instrument to study characteristics of the layers of the at-
mosphere above that area (Murchie et al., 2007, 2009).

Due to the limited range of its gimbal, CRISM does not nominally
perform observations of the limb. However, changing the pitch orienta-
tion of the MRO spacecraft by 16.6� in the forward or aft direction en-
ables CRISM to view the limb in that direction (Smith et al., 2013). This
has been done on a campaign basis from July 2009 through April 2017,
typically targeting orbit passes over Tharsis and Hellas in daytime. In
April 2012 an orbit pass close to the prime meridian was added to the
limb observation sequence (Clancy et al., 2017). During each CRISM limb
observation the instrument repeatedly scans upwards and downwards
across the limb in a mode that averages 10 pixels in each spatial direc-
tion, providing a spatial sampling of about 800 m at the tangent point.
During each orbit pass CRISM limb scans are spaced roughly 10� in
latitude (Smith et al., 2013). CRISM limb scans allow the observation of
dust and water ice profiles (Smith et al., 2013), mesospheric clouds
(Clancy et al., 2019), as well as O2 airglow at 1.27 μm (Clancy et al.,
2012, 2017) and OH airglow in the Meinel bands (Clancy et al., 2013).

2.2.2. Dataset
The CRISM dataset used for this study is based on limb observations of

the 1.27 μm band emission of O2ðΔgÞ dayglow (Clancy et al., 2017).
Volume emission rates (VER) in photons/cm3/second are retrieved based
on radiative transfer modeling of limb measurements in the CRISM IR
channel at altitudes below 60 km. Retrievals are obtained with a 3 km
vertical resolution, which are interpolated to a standard 4 km altitude
grid referenced to the areoid. Because O2 and H2O are anti-correlated in
the martian atmosphere, the O2 VERs can be used to derive water vapor
content in the martian atmosphere. Clancy et al. (2017) use the LMDGCM
3

- a General Circulation Model with photochemistry of the martian at-
mosphere by the Laboratoire de M�et�eorologie Dynamique (Lef�evre et al.,
2004, 2008) - to establish a correlation between O2 and H2O at compa-
rable locations (latitude, longitude), seasons (Ls), and local times to each
4 km gridded O2ðΔgÞ profile retrieval. Doing so allows for the compari-
son of CRISM ambient O2ðΔgÞ dayglow VER with LMDGCM modeled
H2O vapor number density (cm�3) as a function of modeled O2ðΔgÞ.

The CRISM-derived water vapor profiles employed the LMDGCM
simulated O2ðΔgÞ and water vapor profiles in point-by-point (location
and time) comparisons, whereby the LMDGCM modeled water vapor
abundance is scaled by the inverse ratio of CRISM observed to LMDGCM
modeled O2ðΔgÞ volume emission. This analysis assumes that the
LMDGCM photochemistry, including heterogeneous chemistry, accu-
rately simulates Mars O3 photochemistry. A recent comparison of SPI-
CAM column measurements for Mars O3 and H2O (Lef�evre et al., 2021)
suggests there is a negative 20–40% bias in LMDGCM O3 simulated
abundances employing heterogeneous chemistry, which is of the order of
that estimated for the CRISM O2ðΔgÞ based H2O derivation (30%). These
SPICAM column comparisons are primarily reflective of O3 and H2O
abundances in the lower ~ 10 km of the atmosphere, which is not
sampled by the current analysis. However, if they were to apply it to
altitudes above 10 km, then the CRISM-derived water vapor values
employed in the current analysis could be biased ~ 30% too low, due to
an as yet undefined error in our understanding of Mars O3 photochem-
istry. The data relevant to this study were retrieved over seven years
between campaign 1 in July 2009 and campaign 36 in December 2016
(see Table 1).
2.3. NOMAD onboard TGO

2.3.1. Instrument
The Nadir and Occultation for MArs Discovery (NOMAD) is one of

four instruments onboard of the ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter (TGO).



Table 2
Summary of key parameters of the co-located measurements between MCS and NOMAD used in this work.

Family
Date Year MY Ls Latitudes Local times Number of MCS/NOMAD

measurements

1 August 31 2018 34 241.1� � 241.3� 52.0�N � 56.0�N 14.7 � 15.8 4/1
2 September 4 2018 34 243.7� � 243.8� 55.0�N � 60.8�N 14.4 � 15.3 7/1
3 September 5 2018 34 244.0� � 244.1� 55.6�N � 60.7�N 14.6 � 15.2 4/1
4 September 6 2018 34 244.6� � 244.7� 57.1�N � 60.5�N 14.6 � 15.1 3/1
5 February 10, 11, 12, 13 2019 34 338.9� � 340.6� 85.3�S � 76.0�S 22.7 � 1.6 19/7
6 February 16, 17, 19, 20, 21 2019 34 342.2� � 344.8� 78.4�S � 70.6�S 18.5 � 21.1 17/10
7 February 23, 24, 26 2019 34 345.6� � 347.3� 68.7�S � 62.1�S 18.1 � 20.0 7/4
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NOMAD is a 3-channel spectrometer which views the martian atmo-
sphere in limb, nadir and solar occultation (SO) geometries (Neefs et al.,
2015; Patel et al., 2017; Vandaele et al., 2018). The instrument itself is
pointed towards the center of Mars during nadir observations whereas
limb and SO observations are done through solar-pointing periscopes
inclined with respect to the nadir direction by 67.07�. This makes it
possible to observe characteristics of the layers of the atmosphere from
the surface to 200 km with a vertical resolution close to 2 km when
pointing at the Mars limb with an integration time for a single mea-
surement of about 1 s.

NOMAD scans the atmosphere using 3 spectrometers within 3 spec-
tral intervals: Solar Occultation (SO, Neefs et al., 2015), Limb Nadir and
Occultation (LNO, Neefs et al., 2015), and Ultraviolet and VIsible Spec-
trometer (UVIS, Patel et al., 2017). The SO spectrometer observes in the
infrared (covering 2.3 � 4.3 μm) and is capable of doing SO measure-
ments through a periscope. The LNO spectrometer also observes in the
infrared (covering 2.3� 3.8 μm) and has an optical layout very similar to
that of SO. However, it is capable of doing both nadir and limb on top of
SO measurements by operating a flipping mirror mechanism. LNO has
one periscope for limb and SO observations, and one cut-out hole in the
NOMAD cover for nadir observations. The UVIS spectrometer has a
dual-telescope system that receives and transmits observed light using a
system of optical fibers. It observes in ultraviolet and visible wavelength
ranges (covering 200 � 650 nm) and is capable of doing nadir and SO
measurements. UVIS has one periscope for SO observations, and one
cut-out hole in the NOMAD cover for nadir observations.

2.3.2. Dataset
NOMAD H2O vapor density and volume mixing ratio (VMR) are

retrieved using radiative transfer modeling of SO measurements by the
SO channel. In SO geometry, NOMAD observes the Sun's light through
the atmosphere from very high altitude down to the surface (Aoki et al.,
2019). NOMAD uses a transmittance calculation algorithm developed for
the reduction of SOIR (Solar Occultation in the Infrared) data, a SO
channel from the Spectroscopy for Investigation of Characteristics of the
Atmosphere of Venus (SPICAV) spectrometer onboard of Venus Express
(Trompet et al., 2016; Aoki et al., 2019). Retrievals of H2O vapor number
density are done using the “onion peeling” method starting from the top
of the atmosphere at 120 km of altitude with 1 km altitude step in-
crements (Aoki et al., 2019; Vandaele et al., 2019). Measurements of
diffraction order 134 (spectral range: 3011 � 3035 cm�1) and 168
(spectral range: 3783 � 3803 cm�1) are both analyzed independently
and used to calculate H2O vapor content in the martian atmosphere,
reported on an altitude grid referenced to the areoid (Aoki et al., 2019).

The data relevant to this study was retrieved during the MY34 dusty
season between April 21, 2018 and March 7, 2019 (see Table 2). The
number density of water vapor along the line of sight is retrieved at each
tangential altitude using the method to retrieve water vapor abundances
from NOMAD as described in Aoki et al. (2019). The atmospheric tem-
peratures and pressures assumed in the radiative transfer calculation are
the ones predicted by GEM-Mars for MY 34 (Neary et al., 2020). For this
work the retrieved water vapor number densities were used to recalcu-
late volume mixing ratios using atmospheric densities from MCS (see
Section 3.1.2).
4

3. Methods

3.1. Coordinated observations

3.1.1. Coordinated observations between CRISM and MCS
Part of this study was motivated by the publication of seasonal zonal

averages of water vapor content from CRISM derived from O2ðΔgÞ
dayglow emission rates. Table 1 in Clancy et al. (2017) details all CRISM
observations taken into account for the calculation of six zonal and
subseasonal averages of water vapor between Ls ¼ 30� and Ls ¼ 360�.
Water vapor content derived from O2ðΔgÞ dayglow retrievals covers the
whole martian year thanks to data retrieved from 36 CRISM limb
observation campaigns over seven years between July 2009 and
December 2016.

Operating from the same spacecraft as CRISM, MCS was able to
perform limb/on-planet measurements in coordination with most CRISM
limb measurements. In total we were able to cross-reference 70 daylight
half-orbits of MCS measurements taken nearly simultaneously with
CRISM.

Table 1 summarizes all MCS and CRISM daylight half-orbits that were
taken into account in this intercomparison study. For nearly all coordi-
nated campaigns MCS was viewing along the MRO orbit track but toward
the opposite limb from CRISM, introducing a time difference of about 15
min between MCS and CRISM limb measurements over the same area.
MCS was viewing the forward limb (in the direction of travel of the MRO
spacecraft) while CRISM was viewing the aft limb (opposite to the di-
rection of travel of the MRO spacecraft) for campaigns 3 to 16, and
CRISMwas viewing the forward limbwhile MCSwas viewing the aft limb
for campaigns 1 and 17 to 36. Only for campaign 2 both CRISM and MCS
were pointed at the forward limb. CRISM limb measurements for cam-
paigns 16 and 35 were not used by Clancy et al. (2017) to compute zonal
averages, so for the sake of consistency we did not use MCS data retrieved
during these specific campaigns, either. Fig. 1 shows examples of tran-
sects of temperature, dust extinction, and water ice extinction as
measured by MCS during two CRISM limb campaigns in the clear as well
as the dusty season. Note that particularly in conditions of the ACB, cloud
opacities in limb geometry can be too high in the infrared for MCS to
obtain useable retrievals, limiting the useable altitude range in such
conditions.

CRISM data are provided as zonal averages between 6 and 54 km
altitude above the areoid and between � 90� and 90� in latitude (each
cell is 10� wide and 4 km tall). Each individual MCS temperature, dust
extinction and water ice extinction profile is first used to estimate water
vapor VMR at saturation above the areoid (see Methods). Then, indi-
vidual profiles are sorted into daylight half-orbits, and finally MCS data
are binned to match CRISM zonal grid, requiring a minimum of three
measurements per bin. During CRISM campaigns 23 to 25, MCS was
either stowed or viewing at an azimuth nearly perpendicular to the orbit
track, preventing coordinated measurements with CRISM. We computed
new zonal averages of CRISM water vapor for two periods of Ls (Ls 2
[100�, 140�] and Ls 2 [140�, 200�]) by excluding these three measure-
ment campaigns. Analogously to Clancy et al. (2017) we require to have
at least two measurements in each latitude/altitude bin for these
averages.



Fig. 1. Transects of measured temperature, water ice extinction, dust extinction and derived saturated water vapor by MCS in coordination with CRISM limb ob-
servations. Shown are an example each during the clear season (top, retrieved on April 29th, 2010 at Ls ¼ 83.82� above the Hellas Planitia longitude corridor) and
during the dusty season (bottom, retrieved on May 15th, 2011 at Ls ¼ 292.88� above the Hellas Planitia longitude corridor).
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3.1.2. Coordinated observations between NOMAD and MCS
In addition to comparisons with water vapor derived from CRISM we

evaluate comparisons with water vapor as measured by the NOMAD
instrument in solar occultation geometry from ExoMars TGO (Aoki et al.,
2019). Part of these intercomparisons are based on serendipitous
co-located observations between MCS and NOMAD during the global
dust event in 2018. In addition, MCS can use its azimuth actuator to
perform coordinated measurements with NOMAD by actively slewing to
view towards the NOMAD observation point (L�opez-Valverde et al.,
2018). MCS performed coordinated observations with NOMAD from
February 15 to March 7, 2019, in which MCS actively targeted the
tangent point of a solar occultation measurement by NOMAD.

Water vapor retrievals from NOMAD SO measurements were already
presented in Aoki et al. (2019), covering the GDS and the late-season
large-scale regional dust storm (“C” storm, Kass et al., 2016) of MY34
from April 21, 2018 (Ls¼ 163�) to February 23, 2019 (Ls¼ 345�). For this
study, a revised version of the retrieval was used that included an
updated NOMAD calibration, and the database was extended until March
7, 2019 (Ls ¼ 352�). We search iteratively for coordinated MCS mea-
surements that fall within a time and space window centered on each
Fig. 2. Geographic distribution (left) and local time distribution vs. latitude (righ
Measurements have been divided in seven different families according to Table 2, wit
and families 5 to 7 covering the southern high latitude summer (Ls 2 [338.9�, 347.3

5

NOMAD measurement. We chose to pick MCS measurements that are
within (1) �1 h in UTC time, (2) �1 h in local time, (3) � 15� in
longitude, and (4) � 5� in latitude. For the serendipitous co-located ob-
servations during the GDS the latitude criterion was reduced to � 3� due
to the highly dynamic meteorological situation and because the identi-
fied observations were located close to the edge of the northern polar
vortex. We focus on seven families of coordinated measurements be-
tween NOMAD and MCS. Table 2 and Fig. 2 summarize every MCS and
NOMAD family of measurements that were taken into account in this
intercomparison study. Families 1 to 4 cover a latitude band in the
northern high latitudes during the decay phase of the MY34 global dust
event (Kleinb€ohl et al., 2020). They comprise of one NOMAD measure-
ment each, surrounded by a sequence of nearly-continuous MCS mea-
surements. Families 5 to 7 cover three latitude bands in the southern high
latitudes after the late-season regional dust event in that Mars Year.

Fig. 3 shows individual profiles of MCS atmospheric temperature,
MCS dust extinction, MCS water ice extinction and NOMAD water vapor
VMR for the families of coordinated measurements described in Table 2.
Temperature profiles in families 1 to 4 show the influence of the GDS,
with temperatures approaching 210 K around 30 km and temperature
t) of co-located observations between NOMAD (circles) and MCS (triangles).
h families 1 to 4 covering the Global dust event of MY34 (Ls 2 [241.1�, 244.7�]),
�]).



Fig. 3. Individual profiles of atmospheric temperature from MCS (left), dust extinction from MCS (center left), water ice extinction from MCS (center right) and water
vapor mixing ratio from NOMAD (right) from coordinated measurements of families 1 to 4 (top) as well as families 5 to 7 (bottom) as provided in Table 2. Error bars
(dotted lines) correspond to the precision of the individual measurements.
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minima located between 60 and 70 km altitude. Dust is largely confined
to altitudes below 40 km due to the high latitude, while water ice cloud
opacities peak around 60 km altitude. NOMADwater vapor mixing ratios
show a distinct rapid decrease between 50 and 60 km altitude, while the
profiles above and below this altitude range vary much more slowly with
altitude. Temperature and dust content in families 5–7 are much lower in
the lower atmosphere compared to families 1–4 and show seasonal
behavior, with temperatures between 60�S and 70�S being slightly
warmer than further poleward. Temperatures decrease up to about 30 km
altitude, stay almost constant for about 10 km, and start increasing slowly
above that. Dust is mostly confined below 30 km altitude and shows a
PsatðTÞ ¼ exp
�
9:550 426� 5723:265

T þ 3:530 68 � lnðTÞ � 0:007 283 32 � TÞ
�
; T 2 ½110 K; 273:15 K�

(1)
very steep falloff. Water ice is largely located above the dust layer, with
opacities peaking between 20 and 30 km altitude. Profiles at high
southern latitudes show additional opacity between 10 and 20 km alti-
tude. NOMAD water vapor VMRs show a decrease from about 100 ppm
around 10 km to less than 10 ppm around 30 km, followed by slow in-
crease again towards higher altitudes.

NOMAD data are provided as individual profiles between �20 and
120 km altitude above the areoid (each cell being 1 km tall). Each in-
dividual MCS pressure, temperature, dust extinction and water ice
extinction profile is first used to estimate MCS total atmospheric density
as ρtot ¼ P

kBT
and water vapor VMR at saturation above the areoid (see

Methods). Each group of MCS total atmospheric density profiles co-
located around a single individual NOMAD water vapor number den-
sity profile ðρH2OÞ is averaged into one MCS total atmospheric density
profile in order to recalculate the individual NOMAD water vapor VMR

profile as μ2O ¼ ρH2O
ρtot

. Finally MCS data are interpolated to match NOMAD

vertical grid.
6

3.2. Calculations

3.2.1. Saturated water vapor
Although MCS does not directly measure water vapor itself, the limb-

viewing retrievals of temperature, pressure, ice and dust extinctions can
be used to estimate water vapor assuming conditions of saturation
(Heavens et al., 2018).

Pressure P and temperature T on Mars do not allow for the existence
of liquid water in the martian atmosphere, so we use the formula
describing water vapor pressure over ice Psat as a function of temperature
by Murphy and Koop (2005)
We use this formula over the original Goff-Gratch equation (Goff,
1957, 1965) because it fits a wider range of temperatures suitable for the
entire martian atmosphere. We calculate saturated water vapor content

as Psat ðTÞ
P . We estimate water vapor in the presence of cloud ice, at every

point of an atmospheric profile that satisfies the following conditions
(Heavens et al., 2018): (1) water ice extinction > 10�4 km�1, and (2)
water ice extinction > dust extinction. In addition, we extend the esti-
mation to every point within 10 km (about one scale height) above the
cloud in order to investigate the processes that involve cloud nucleation
and sedimentation. The right panels of Fig. 1 show calculations of satu-
rated water vapor for two daytime half-orbits of MCS measurements
coordinated with CRISM in parts of the atmosphere that fulfill these
conditions.

3.2.2. Saturation ratio
The saturation ratio S is calculated as the ratio of the ambient water

vapor VMR μH2O over the saturated water vapor VMR μsat
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S ¼ μH2O

μsat
: (2)
In the case of the NOMAD study, we propagate the standard errors
σμH2O

and σμsat of the two VMRs so that the error in the saturation ratio is

defined as

σS ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�

∂S
∂μH2O

�
2 � σ2μH2O þ

�
∂S
∂μsat

�
2 � σ2μsat

s

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�

1
μsat

�
2 � σ2

μH2O
þ
�
� μH2O

μ2sat

�
2 � σ2

μsat

s
:

(3)

4. Results

4.1. MCS and CRISM

The CRISM part of the study allows us to evaluate the saturation state
of the atmosphere and its variation with season. We separate the clear
and dusty seasons into the two following Ls ranges: Ls 2 [30�, 140�] and
Ls 2 [140�, 360�]. Transects of MCS saturated water vapor VMR are
Fig. 4. Ratio of measurement points with cloud occurrence to total number of meas
mixing ratio derived from MCS (center left), ambient water vapor mixing ratio deriv
and MCS (center right) and saturation ratio (far right) for six periods of Ls covering
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averaged using an arithmetic mean within each bin of the zonal grid for
six periods of Ls covering the following subsets of the martian year,
corresponding to Tables 2–7 in Clancy et al. (2017): Ls 2 [30�, 60�], Ls 2
[60�, 100�], Ls 2 [100�, 140�], Ls 2 [140�, 200�], Ls 2 [200�, 310�], and
Ls 2 [320�, 360�].

As described in the Methods section, we apply saturated water vapor
estimates following a set of conditions that identify cloud occurrence,
and then extend these estimates 10 km above the top of the cloud. In
order to track cloud occurrence, we first calculate the ratio of measure-
ment points estimated to be in the presence of clouds for each latitude-
altitude bin. The first column in Fig. 4 shows the fraction of this num-
ber to the total number of measurements, indicating regions of the at-
mosphere where water ice clouds exist in red (between 0.6 and 1),
regions above the clouds in blue (between 0 and 0.4) and at the top of the
cloud the transition between the two is in white (between 0.4 and 0.6) for
the six periods of Ls covering the martian year.

Columns 2 and 3 in Fig. 4 show zonal averages of MCS saturated
water vapor mixing ratio in comparison with CRISM water vapor mixing
ratio. In the clear season a good correspondence of the overall
morphology of the water vapor distribution in the two datasets can be
urement points for MCS (far left), and zonal averages of saturated water vapor
ed from CRISM (center), difference in water vapor mixing ratio between CRISM
the martian year.
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observed. At altitudes above the clouds, MCS zonal averages reveal small
patches of increased saturated water vapor at low southern latitudes that
are not present in CRISM zonal averages. The dusty season is charac-
terized by a rise of the hygropause, with the region of cloud occurrence
almost reaching the top of the considered altitude range. Higher atmo-
spheric temperatures lead to an increase in MCS saturated water vapor,
which tends to be somewhat higher than the CRISM zonal averages. Little
latitudinal structure is observed in the water vapor distributions of both
instruments at mid- and low latitudes in this season. Only at high lati-
tudes some decrease in water vapor mixing ratio is observed, in particular
at Ls 2 ½140�; 200��, when both polar regions are influenced by polar
vortices (McCleese et al., 2010).

The last two columns in Fig. 4 allow us to study the difference in
water vapor mixing ratio and the saturation ratio based on MCS and
CRISM zonal averages. In the aphelion season CRISM ambient water
vapor is usually near saturation or slighly supersaturated in the presence
of clouds. Supersaturation reaches a factor of 1.4 for Ls 2 [30�, 60�], a
factor of 2.5 for Ls 2 [60�, 100�], and a factor of 1.3 for Ls 2 [100�, 140�].
Subsaturated conditions appear to be indicated above and below the
primary ACB formation region of ~ 20–40 km over this aphelion period,
with low to mid-latitude concentrations that correspond coarsely to the
ACB latitudinal extent.

During the dustier perihelion season the atmosphere appears largely
Fig. 5. Correlations between saturated water vapor mixing ratio from MCS and amb
point corresponds to. Horizontal error bars correspond to a 30% error in CRISM wate
vertical error bars in water vapor are derived assuming a 3 K accuracy (�3 K variatio
Bins with cloud occurrences above 50% are represented by circles, while bins with
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subsaturated for each period of Ls. Some supersaturation is only sug-
gested in a region close to the south pole between 14 and 34 km (90�S �
60�S). However, for Ls 2 [140�, 200�] the water vapor values are very
small in both the MCS and CRISM zonal averages due to the cold tem-
peratures in the decaying polar vortex, and the absolute difference in
mixing ratio is close to zero. In the other Ls-ranges of the dusty season,
temperatures and water vapor mixing ratios in the southern high lati-
tudes are somewhat higher but still suggest some level of
supersaturation.

Fig. 5 shows correlations between saturated water vapor mixing ratio
from MCS and ambient water vapor mixing ratio from CRISM for six
periods of Ls covering the martian year. Correlations are calculated from
each latitude-altitude bin of the MCS and CRISM water vapor zonal av-
erages. Following Clancy et al. (2017), CRISM error bars are displayed
assuming a 30% error in CRISM water vapor below 20 km and a 20%
error in CRISM water vapor above 20 km. MCS error bars are computed
assuming a 3 K accuracy of the underlying MCS temperatures. The
saturation state of the atmosphere within a bin can be described by the
position of the point relative to the diagonal line going from the origin
out to high x-and-y-values: (1) points above the line represent bins where
the ambient water vapor is subsaturated, (2) points on the line represent
bins where the ambient water vapor is saturated, and (3) points below
the line represent bins where the ambient water vapor is supersaturated.
ient water vapor mixing ratio from CRISM. Colors indicate the altitude the data
r vapor below 20 km and a 20% error in CRISM water vapor above 20 km while
n centered on the presented temperature) of the underlying MCS temperatures.
cloud occurrences below this threshold are represented by triangles.
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Circle-shaped points indicate data with 50% or more cloud occurrence,
whereas triangle-shaped points show data with less than 50% cloud
occurrence.

The correlations derived from MCS and CRISM zonal averages allow
us to appreciate the real extent of the agreement during the aphelion
season: we observe for each period of Ls a high positive correlation in
cases with cloud occurrence (circle-shaped points). The cloud of circle-
shaped points is shifted slightly upwards from the middle line which
means that most bins are slighly subsaturated, while the rest of the bins
are either at saturation or slightly supersaturated. Points at altitudes
above the clouds (triangle-shaped points) significantly deviate from the
one-to-one line in the correlation. Most of them are shifted upwards, well
into the subsaturated region of the diagram, although we do observe
some saturated data points above the cloud in the northern hemisphere
Fig. 6. Average profiles of temperature, water vapor, water ice opacity, and water sat
5, 6 and 7, Ls 2 [338.9�, 347.3�]). Left: Atmospheric temperature profiles from MCS.
using MCS temperatures and pressures (dark blue), and saturated mixing ratio pro
(green) and saturated mixing ratio (purple). Shaded areas give the standard error.
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for Ls 2 [60�, 100�]. We note that the recently reported discussion of a
potential bias inMars photochemistry by Lef�evre et al. (2021) would shift
CRISM-derived water values to the right by ~ 30%, leading to somewhat
closer agreement with saturated conditions overall. In the dusty season
(Ls 2 [140�, 360�]), MCS-CRISM inferred saturation ratios predominantly
fall within the subsaturated portions of the diagrams in Fig. 5. Only few
data points, typically at altitudes between 15 and 30 km, overlap with the
saturation line. Data points with low water vapor mixing ratios scattered
around the saturation line at Ls 2 [140�, 200�] largely correspond to
measurements in the polar regions where temperatures are very cold at
this season. Supersaturated data points at Ls 2 [320�, 360�] also corre-
spond to the south polar region.
uration ratio for three southern high latitude bands in southern summer (families
Center: Water vapor mixing ratio profiles from NOMAD (light blue), recalculated
files based on MCS temperatures (orange). Right: Water ice opacity from MCS
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4.2. MCS and NOMAD

The NOMAD part of the study allows us to evaluate the saturation
state of the atmosphere during the dusty season in detail. We separate
the dataset into seven families of measurements retrieved during the
decay phase of the MY34 GDS (around Ls ¼ 240�) and after the MY34
C storm (around Ls ¼ 340�). For each family of MCS temperature, MCS
water ice extinction, MCS saturated water vapor VMR, as well as for
NOMAD ambient water vapor VMR in families 5–7, profiles are aver-
aged using an arithmetic mean on a 1 km vertical the grid (see
Table 2). The standard error for the averages is also computed (see
Methods). The saturation ratio is derived from the averages using
equation (2), with its uncertainty derived through error propagation
Fig. 7. As in Fig. 6 but for four northern mid-latitude locations during th
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using equation (3).
Fig. 6 shows a side-by-side comparison between MCS and NOMAD

vertical profile averages of temperature, water vapor, water ice opacity,
and water vapor saturation ratio for three southern high latitude bands in
southern summer after the MY34 C storm (Ls 2 [338�, 348�]). At this
season and latitude, temperature decreases between 10 and 30 km alti-
tude until it reaches a minimum between 30 and 40 km altitude. We
observe that NOMAD ambient water vapor in families 5, 6 and 7 is often
close to saturation in the presence of water ice clouds between 10 and 40
km, with the ambient water vapor mixing ratio following the saturated
mixing ratio over a large vertical extent. Some supersaturation occurs in
the profiles of family 7 around 30 km altitude, slightly above the peak in
ice opacity, but it does not reach a factor of 2. For the other two families
e Global Dust Event of MY34 (families 1 to 4, Ls 2 [241.1�, 244.7�]).



Fig. 8. Schematic summarizing the saturation state of the atmosphere in the
presence of cloud occurrence and the evolution of water ice particles. Red, blue
and green lines represent the atmospheric temperature, the water vapor frost
point temperature and the logarithm of water ice extinction, respectively. The
region of supersaturation is shaded red while the region of subsaturation is
shaded blue.
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the atmosphere is close to saturation over a significant vertical range. For
all families some subsaturation towards the bottom of the cloud is
observed where water ice is still present. Above the top of the cloud, the
atmosphere is also largely subsaturated as temperature increases slightly
above 40 km altitude, suggesting that extended regions of supersatura-
tion are not required to form clouds.

Fig. 7 shows side-by-side comparisons between MCS and NOMAD
vertical profiles of temperature, water vapor, water ice opacity, and
water vapor saturation ratio for four northern high latitude locations
during the decay phase of the MY34 GDS (Ls 2 [241�, 245�]). During the
decay phase of the GDS the atmosphere is more dynamic and MCS ob-
serves that water ice clouds in families 1 to 4 reach higher altitudes be-
tween 50 and 70 km. Temperature decreases between 50 and 60 km
altitude until it reaches a minimum between 60 and 70 km altitude.
Supersaturation occurs in a roughly 10 kmwide vertical range in family 1
and a ~5 km wide vertical range in families 2 and 3. The saturation
profile of family 4 is close to a saturation ratio of 1 over a nearly 10 km
wide vertical range. The maximum supersaturation is observed in family
1, where a supersaturation ratio of about 5 is reached. In families 2 and 3
the supersaturation ratio does not exceed 2. In families 1–3 the maximum
supersaturation is reached a few km above the peak of the cloud opacity,
similar to the structure found at high southern latitudes (see Fig. 6). The
atmosphere rapidly reaches a state of subsaturation below the saturated
or supersaturated regions of the atmosphere at the bottom of the clouds
for all families. Above the top of the clouds, we observe a rapid drop in
saturation ratio from supersaturation to subsaturation around 70 km for
families 3 and 4. The overall behavior of the examples in Fig. 7 suggests
that also in these conditions, extended regions of supersaturation are not
required to form clouds.

5. Discussion

Our results based on both the CRISM and NOMAD studies do not find
evidence for large or widespread supersaturation in the martian atmo-
sphere. The CRISM analysis shows the saturation state of the atmosphere
in an average sense and its variation with season: during the clear season
the atmosphere is close to saturation when clouds are present and can
reach supersaturation with no more than 2 to 3 times the amount of
saturated water vapor in the altitude range studied (~ 10 � 50 km). This
supersaturation is most prominent at Ls 2 [60�, 100�] at mid- and low
latitudes around 30 km altitude near the top of the cloud layer. This is
consistent with findings that compare water vapor derived from CRISM
with saturated water vapor from model-derived temperatures, where
supersaturations of factors up to about 3 were derived in the aphelion
cloud belt (Ls 2 [60�, 140�]) near the top of the cloud layer (30 � 40 km
altitude), while altitudes below were near saturation or slightly subsat-
urated (Clancy et al., 2017). Above the clouds (~40 km altitude) the
atmosphere is largely subsaturated, indicating that large supersaturations
are not required to form water ice clouds.

During the dusty season subsaturation is more prevalent than super-
saturation based on the CRISM analysis. The comparison with CRISM
shows a lack of supersaturation in mid- and low latitudes in averages
during the dusty season, which again is consistent with comparisons
involving saturated water vapor from model-derived temperatures at Ls
2 [200�, 310�] (Clancy et al., 2017). We note that narrow layers of su-
persaturation might not be resolved in this analysis as the data for the
CRISM comparisons are binned over 4 km and averages over multiple
orbits had to be created to improve signal-to-noise (Clancy et al., 2017).
In addition, the atmosphere is more dynamic in the dusty season than in
the clear season, and dust storms occurrences can lead to varying
hygropause altitudes, such that narrow layers of supersaturation might
not appear in zonal averages over large ranges of Ls. If the recently
suggested potential bias in Mars photochemistry (Lef�evre et al., 2021)
was considered, the results from the CRISM study would fall closer to
average saturated conditions for the aphelion season in particular.

The NOMAD analysis shows the average saturation state of a few
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southern high latitude bands of the atmosphere following the C storm of
MY34 and suggests the atmosphere is close to saturation when clouds are
present, with possibly a supersaturated layer confined to a small vertical
range above the peak of the cloud opacity. During the decay phase of the
GDS, where individual NOMAD water profiles at mid-to high northern
latitudes are compared with narrow latitudinal averages of MCS profiles,
clouds shift higher up but the overall structure is still comparable, with
saturated or supersaturated regions towards the top and subsaturated
regions towards the bottom of cloud layers. In these examples the su-
persaturation ratios reached nearly 5 in one case but did not exceed 2 in
the other cases.

We propose a schematic model of cloud formation and evolution in
Fig. 8 that illustrates a qualitative explanation regarding the saturation
state of the atmosphere in the presence and proximity of cloud occur-
rence as observed by MCS, NOMAD and CRISM. When the atmospheric
temperature drops below the frost point at high altitudes, small water ice
particles start to form. No large supersaturations are required for this to
happen, suggesting that cloud condensation nuclei, most likely in the
form of small dust particles, are sufficiently abundant to enable nucle-
ation. The water ice particles grow in size due to constant exposition to
water vapor on their surfaces in conditions of saturation or supersatu-
ration and through coagulation by colliding with other ice particles. As
they grow the particles will fall due to gravity while consuming the
available water vapor on their way through the atmosphere. The sug-
gested structure in ice particle size is qualitatively consistent with recent
results by Luginin et al. (2020), who found a general trend of decreasing
ice particle size with altitude. As the particles reach warmer and more
subsaturated regions of the atmosphere, they start to sublimate. Hence
the condition of subsaturation at the bottom of water ice clouds is likely
related to ice particles falling into these subsaturated regions and evap-
orating. The proposed mechanism is consistent with ubiquitous obser-
vations of water ice clouds around local temperature minima caused by
the diurnal tide in the martian atmosphere, where maxima in water ice
opacity are typically located at slightly lower altitudes than the corre-
sponding temperature minima (Lee et al., 2009). It is also qualitatively
consistent with recent findings by Guzewich and Smith (2019), who
report that low-latitude water ice clouds exhibit particle size sorting with
altitude at all seasons, and is more in line with a traditional view of cloud
formation (Daerden et al., 2010). The proposed process has similarities to
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the formation and evolution of PolarMesospheric Clouds on Earth, where
water ice particles form around temperature minima created in the
ascending branch of the mesospheric circulation in the summer polar
mesopause region, and grow and subsequently sediment to lower alti-
tudes (Rapp and Thomas, 2006, compare their Fig. 1).

Maltagliati et al. (2011) investigated the saturation of the atmosphere
during northern spring and summer (Ls 2 [50�, 110�]) of MY29 using
SPICAM observations of water vapor in mid-to high latitudes in com-
parison with temperatures modeled by the LMDGCM. Most profiles
indicated some level of supersaturation, with peak supersaturation ratios
between 2 and 5 in the southern and between 2 and 10 in the northern
hemisphere around 30–40 km altitude and some northern hemispheric
profiles exhibiting supersaturation up to ~ 50 km altitude. At altitudes
below 20–30 km the supersaturation typically turns to subsaturation.
These estimates were not calculated as a function of water ice cloud
occurrence but given the widespread cloud occurrence during this season
(Lee et al., 2009; Heavens et al., 2010, this work) some cloud occurrence
is likely to be expected. While the supersaturations derived byMaltagliati
et al. (2011) are larger in magnitude than the ones obtained in this work,
the altitude range in which supersaturation occurs roughly corresponds
to regions of light supersaturation from comparisons with CRISM in the
same season (second row of Fig. 4). Maltagliati et al. (2011) suggest that
the scavenging effect, the removal of dust particles from the atmosphere
captured by falling water ice particles leading to a lack of condensation
nuclei, was the main mechanism behind the supersaturation levels
observed by SPICAM. While the widespread cloud occurrence at this
season might draw the importance of the scavenging effect into question,
the process of ice particle formation and sedimentation outlined in this
work is qualitatively consistent with the overall transition of supersatu-
ration to subsaturation at altitudes around 20 km reported by Maltagliati
et al. (2011). In a follow-on study Maltagliati et al. (2013) extended their
analysis to the dusty season (Ls 2 [205�, 275�]) and did not find any
supersaturation except in one profile at high altitudes. This is largely
consistent with our results from this work considering that we found only
narrow layers of supersaturation up to factors of 2–5 in comparisons with
NOMAD.

More recently the ACS instrument suite on ExoMars TGO retrieved
temperatures and water vapor mixing ratios during the southern spring
and summer (Ls 2 [160�, 360�]) that suggest very high levels of super-
saturation even in the presence of aerosols (Fedorova et al., 2020).
Saturation ratios frequently exceeded 10 at altitudes above 40–50 km in
the decay phases of the global and C regional storms of that Mars Year,
with saturation ratios even exceeding 100 between 80 and 90 km altitude
during the main phase of the GDS. High supersaturations were also found
at altitudes below 40 km in southern high latitudes prior to the onset of
the global and C regional storms as well as after the C storm, and addi-
tionally at northern high latitudes around the equinoxes. Our results from
the comparisons of MCS saturated water with NOMAD ambient water
suggest that the average supersaturation at high southern latitudes after
the C storm is rather modest, not exceeding 2, while ambient water vapor
is close to saturation over large ranges of altitude. In the examples shown
for the decay phase of the GDS at mid-to high northern latitudes the
comparisons of MCS saturated water with NOMAD ambient water also
suggest rather modest supersaturation towards the top of cloud layers
that formed above the bulk of the dust, with water vapor mixing ratios
quickly reaching subsaturated regimes below. Our results do not exclude
large supersaturations at higher altitudes or lower latitudes, as presented
by Fedorova et al. (2020). We also point out that the atmosphere during
the GDS was highly dynamic, with large lateral variations in both tem-
perature and water vapor that could affect the saturation state of the
atmosphere at small scales. However, our findings are more in line with
the traditional understanding that water vapor in the presence of water
ice clouds is near saturation, and that strong supersaturation is not
required to form clouds in the martian atmosphere (Daerden et al.,
2010). Comparisons of MCS saturated water vapor with water vapor
derived from CRISM in the southern high latitudes do suggest some
12
supersaturation at low altitudes in the dusty season. However, we note
that at least around the equinoxes the atmosphere in this region is
influenced by the polar vortex (McCleese et al., 2010), where lateral
gradients can impact limbmeasurements (Kleinb€ohl et al., 2017b) as well
as solar occultation measurements, which also have long lightpaths
through the atmosphere. Future coordinated measurements between
MCS and NOMAD as well as ACS, in addition to detailed in-
tercomparisons between water vapor profiles from the NOMAD and ACS
instruments themselves, will help to further constrain the saturation state
of the martian atmosphere.

6. Conclusions

We have evaluated water vapor saturation in the martian atmosphere
in the presence or proximity of water ice clouds by comparing profile
averages of ambient water vapor derived from CRISM and NOMAD
measurements with profile averages of saturated water derived from
MCS temperature profiles. We come to the following conclusions:

● During the aphelion season the atmosphere is close to saturation in
the presence of clouds. Supersaturation ratios reach values of no more
than 2 to 3 towards the top of the cloud layer.

● During the perihelion season water vapor is close to saturation or
somewhat subsaturated in the presence of clouds, with some super-
saturation towards the top of the clouds. Regions towards the bottom
of the clouds are often subsaturated.

● Based on the examples studied during the Global Dust Storm the re-
gion of cloud occurrence shifts to higher altitudes but the overall
structure of supersaturated vs. subsaturated regions does not change
markedly.

● The atmosphere above cloud layers appears largely subsaturated,
suggesting that cloud formation is fairly instantaneous upon the
temperature dropping below the frost point. Large amounts of su-
persaturation are not required to form water ice clouds.

● We propose a schematic model of cloud evolution in which small
cloud particles are formed rapidly as the temperature drops below the
frost point, leading to water vapor being saturated or slightly super-
saturated. As particles fall they grow through additional vapor
deposition and coagulation, until they reach subsaturated regions of
the atmosphere. This model would be consistent with the atmosphere
being slighly supersaturated towards the top but subsaturated to-
wards the bottom of a cloud layer.

We suggest future coordinated measurements between MCS and the
solar occultation instruments on ExoMars TGO as well as extended in-
tercomparisons between the TGO instruments in order to further
constrain the saturation state of the martian atmosphere.
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